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Since its founding in 1925 as the patenting and
licensing organization for the University of Wisconsin-

The Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF) is seeking commercial
partners interested in developing a technique for simultaneously reducing
both nitrogen oxide and particulate emissions from diesel engines.

Madison, WARF has been working with business and
industry to transform university research into products
that benefit society. WARF intellectual property
managers and licensing staff members are leaders in
the field of university-based technology transfer. They
are familiar with the intricacies of patenting, have

OVERVIEW

worked with researchers in relevant disciplines,
understand industries and markets, and have

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) and soot are two common pollutants that result from the burning of
fuel in diesel engines. Cooler engine conditions tend to reduce NOx emissions but
increase soot. Due to this “nitrogen oxide-soot tradeoff,” reducing both types of emissions
at once has proven difficult.

negotiated innovative licensing strategies to meet the
individual needs of business clients.

UW–Madison researchers previously developed a method for reducing engine emissions
using multiple, increasingly pressurized fuel injections during an engine cycle (see WARF
reference number P01108US). The method cuts emissions by providing better fuel-air
mixing and more controlled heat release from the injected fuel (thus, lower peak
temperatures and NOx production).
Despite these advances, additional improvements are needed, particularly in light of the
ever-increasing need for cleaner engines.

THE INVENTION
UW–Madison researchers have developed a new adaptive injection technique to reduce
NOx and soot emissions from diesel engines.
For low engine loads, one or more fuel injections take place between the intake and
compression strokes. Each injection has increasing pressure, making the fuel highly
premixed with air in the combustion chamber.
For greater engine loads, the process has two steps. First, injections of increasing
pressure take place between the intake and compression strokes. Then, subsequent
injections occur between the compression and expansion strokes. These subsequent
injections have variable pressure. Such variation in injection pressure helps the fuel
penetrate within the combustion chamber. At the same time, the pressure is modified so
that fuel does not impinge on the walls of the chamber, which would worsen fuel economy
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and emissions. The technology can readily be implemented using an engine equipped with two fuel injectors per cylinder (each operated with
different injection pressures), or with a single injector featuring variable injection pressure, as described in WARF reference number P01108US.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
• The gasoline and diesel engine manufacturing markets top $55 billion in the United States, with expected annual growth through 2016.

APPLICATIONS
• Reduction of emissions from internal combustions engines

KEY BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•

Avoids the temperature extremes that give rise to NOx
Avoids the soot that accompanies uneven fuel-air distribution
No rapid and potentially damaging increases in chamber pressure
Could help diesel engines meet tough emission standards
Implementable in all diesel engines

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Related Portfolios
Reactivity Controlled Compression Ignition Technology Portfolio
Related Technologies
WARF reference number P01108US describes the researcher’s original multiple fuel injection scheme.

Tech Fields
Engines & Power Electronics - Automotive
Clean Technology - Transportation

CONTACT INFORMATION
For current licensing status, please contact Emily Bauer at emily@warf.org or 608-960-9842.
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